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A Short Wave Regenerative Receiver 
Complete Description with Instructions for 

Building 

DLLOWING the rapid growth of our 

relay work, there has come a con- 

tinual and increasing demand for a 

receiver which would operate with 

efficiency and maximum sensitive- 

ness on waves of less than 600 meters. It 
was required that the instrument be very 
selective. With the advent of the regener- 
ative systems, there was room to design 
just such a set. At the present time, a 

number have been placed on the market 
employing tuners of altogether better de- 
sign than was dreamed of a.nong amateurs 
two years ago. It has been found that 
much of the efficiency was due to the care 
with which dead -ends were eliminated. 

During the recent period of improvement, 
more than one of us began to feel that two 
receiving sets were necessary for the up-to- 
date amateur. One for relay work on short 
Naves, the other for long wave spark "and 

arc signals. With much completeness and 
care, 11r. Godley described in our August 
and September numbers, the design and 
operation of the regenerative system. Fol- 
lowing all the latest kinks, the following 
set has been designed for short wave 
work. 

It was first decided to have the audion 
circuit separate and individual, but on sec- 
ond consideration the audion was built into 
the set for convenience and efficiency. Fig. 
1 shows a view of the complete instrument. 
This general layout may be improved upon 
and changed to suit conditions. One of the 

things worth noticing is that the complete 
set is mounted on a panel so that the panel 
may be drawn out of the case, bringing all 
the apparatus with it and opening it for 
inspection or repairs. 

Fig 2 shows the back of the panel and 
the loose coupler, variables, etc., with the 
frame work on which the apparatus is Sup- 
ported. For the sake of clearness, the high 
voltage battery B, has not been shown, but 
it fits in the space outlined at B in Fig. 
., . 

The most important part of the set is the 
loose coupler. The primary consists of a 
cardboard tube 41/2 inches in diameter and 
11 inches long. No size is given for the 
walls of the tube since this is a stock 
article. The secondary tube is 4 inches 
in diameter and 1% inches long. The sec- 
ondary loading coil is 4 inches in climates 
and 6 inches long. These three tubes should 
be boiled in paraffin to exclude all moisture 
and the possibility of warping. The pri- 
mary is wound with thirty turns of No. 22 

double cotton covered copper wire. Taps 
are taken out every turn for six turns and 
then every six turns making six taps for 
single turns and four taps with six turns 
each. The taps should be soldered and 
made as short as possible. The primary 
coil is fastened to the end of the frame up- 
right C, by means of a wooden disc % inches 
thick and of the right diameter. This com- 
pletes the primary and it should be given a 
coat of thin shellac to hold the wires in place. 
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The secondary coil proper is built in a 
similar manner but wound with twenty-five 
tur:is of No. 26. No taps are taken off and 
the terminals are connected to two flexible 
conductors to allow for the coupling which 
moves on arm E. A wooden disc is fitted 
into the end of the secondary on which arm 
E is fastened. 

inches long, wound with 100 turns of No. 
26 double cotton covered wire. Taps are 
taken out from every ten turns, giving a 
total of ten taps, the first turn being con- 
nected to the secondary proper as shown in 
the wiring diagram. Fig. 4. A connection 
is made between the last tap and the 
switch which acts as a reducer for the 
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Figure 2 

The secondary loading coil F, Fig 2, is 
placed at right angles to the secondary and 
primary to avoid undesirable inductive ef- 
fects. Its size is 4 inches in diameter, 6 

dead-end effect since it short-wave circuits 
the unused turns. One variable condenser 
is used to get the regenerative effect and 
this may be any of the small condensers 

T 

J 
; 

,with about ten plates. The fixed conden- 

sers are about the size of a stopping con- 

denser in the audion circuit. A piece of 

mica about 2 inches x 4 inches coated on 

each side with tinfoil gives the approxi- 
mate capacity. A little experimenting will 

determine the exact size needed. 

i''or adjusting the high voltage battery, a 

potentiometer has been shown. This is of 
the carbon resistance type such as is used 
un an HJ9 DeForest audion. With this 
circuit, either the tubular or round bulbs 
may be used with equal degree of suc- 
cess. 

The apparatus may be mounted on a 
Bakelite or hard rubber panel. Figures 
may be stamped into the rubber and filled 
with a chalk and water mixture so that 
one will have no difficulty, with the proper 
tools, to label all the connections and 
switches. We have purposely withheld from 
giving in detail absolute and exact sizes 
and locations for switches, etc. This is to 
give opportunity for original work, and a 
chance to make the apparatus fit special 
conditions. Detailed operating instructions 
are wit given since no two operators agree 
as to the best way to tune, but it is well 

to bear in mind one or two points: For 
example when working the regenerative 
system, it is always well to use less capac- 
ity than inductance. One also finds that 
the capacity of one's hand is enough to 
throw the set out, but after working with 
the apparatus awhile. one gets accustomed 
to this and ít causes no trouble. We can 
promise that if one follows with care the 
dimensions of the loose coupler and circuit 
given, remarkable results can be had. Am- 
plifications of from 25 to 100 are often 
obtained with a circuit of this type. Sets 
similar to this but not as complete are 
in use at the present time in several of 
the best amateur stations. Relay work 
has been done which would not have been 
attempted a year ago. 
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R 
Actually, nobody knows when WRR went 

on the air. It has a Commerce department 
document RENEWING its license in July 
1921. Generally, it Is accepted that WRR 
was on the air regularly sometime -in 1920. 

Most people are surprised, and right- 
fully so, to find that the City of Dallas 
owns and operates Commercial Broadcast 
Stations WRR and WRR-FM. The natural 
question then they ask is: "Why Is the 
City of Dallas in the radio business?" 
The answer Is simple. Dallas owned WRR 
many years before there was, any com- 
mercial broadcasting in the country. In 
fact,. the City of Dallas established WRR 
so long ago that it was, the first radio 
broadcast station in Dallas, in Texas, the 
south, and, in fact, it was one of the first 
three or four in the United States. 

WRR was established in 1920, primarily 
for the purpose of supplying communications 
to the Fire Department, although there were 
no automobile' receivers, and in fact, no 
home receivers. Experiments were carried 
on with a transmitter and receiver designed 
and built by Fire Department employees. 
WRR can perhaps lay claim to having the 
first announcer ad-libs, newscasts, weather - 
casts and D. J.'s. 

The firemen first started broadcasting by 
just simply ad-libbing. This became a weari- 
some task, so they started reading news from 
the newspapers and reading weather informa- 
tion also gathered from the newspapers. 

This continuous talking also got to De 
pretty tiring, so again the firemen cast 
around for some easier means of putting 
on tests without having to talk continuously, 
so they acquired a mechanically operatea 
phonograph and placed the microphone in 
front of the speaker, which rebroadcasts, 
after a fashion, the music that was coming 
out of the speaker. 

This information leaked to the public and 
was given prominent play by the newspapers. 
This fired the imagination of the citizens 
of Dallas, who in turn joined the ranks of 
the city experimenters. They built their 
own receivers, which consisted mainly of a 

pair of headphones, many feet of wire closely 
wound on a round oatmeal cardboard box and 
a sensitive piece of galena with a "cat 
whisker". 

The nostalgic age of radio, at WRR's 
beginning, is depicted in the attached editorial 
page cartoon from The Dallas Morning News 
dated December 10, 1967. 

From tins meager beginning, the' City 
of Dallas has continued to operate WRR 
as a broadcast station until .today it is one 
of the leading and prgminent stations in the 
nation. Of all the city owned broadcast 
stations, WRR has set a record of more 
prominent than any city owned radio station 
in the country. WRR dot only has been self- 
sustaining, but has contributed millions of 
dollars in cash and services to mrny other 
departments of the city. In addition, WRR 
has contributed heavily in the field of Public 
Service and Public Information. Atan early 
date, WRR pioneerea m the field of city 
communications and established com- 
munications systems for just about every 
department m the city. 

WRR Personnel not only started and 
pioneered in police, fire and other city 
communications, starting in 1931, but opera- 
ted and expanded the services of these 
communications systems through the years 
until 1969. 

First WRR antenna 
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TROUBLE -SHOOTING CHART 

POSSIBLE 
SOURCE OP 

SYMPTOMS OF TROUBLE 
TROUBLE 

NO RECEPTION VOLUME WEAK 
IRREGULAR 
RECEPTION DISTORTION NOISY RECEPTION RUMS AND WR)ETI.gs 

-A*" BATTERY 

' 

Battery exhausted, 
No water in storage 
battery. 
Battery terminals 
corroded. 

, 

Battery exhausted. 
Poor connection at coy. 
roded terminals. 
Merger not equal to 
demand on battery 
T r i c k l e charger not 
functioning. 

LDoge tonnM 
tioe. ' 

Battery exhausted. Battery sulphated. 
Connected charger op- 
crating, 

Hum from ,harmer operat- 
ins. 
Whistles from depleted bat- 
tery, 

"B" 
BATTERY 

Battery exhausted. 
Battery not proper- 
ly connected. 

Battery exhausted. Vol- 
one starts off well but 
quickly diminishes while 
set u played. 

Defective cell. 
Loose ronnee- 
tam. 

Battery exhausted. Erratic noise, - bat- 
tery exhausted. 
Fluttering, motorboat - 
ing - high resistance 
of run-down battery. 

Whistles f r o m_ron-down 
battery. 

POWER 
PACK 

Not connected to 
power rocket. 
Rectifier tube nut 
operating. 
Filter coils burned 
out. Resistor burned 
out, 
Fuses in power sup- 
DIY burned out. 
P I a t e of rectifier 
tube red hot-eon- 
denser broken down 
or short circuit in 
Alter 
Electric light line 
power off-or fuse 
blown. 

Eliminator overloaded 
Rectifier tube worn out. 
Transformer short elr- 

suited- 
Buffer condenser» punt- 
lured. - 

Filter condenser, pone- 
Lured. 
Improper resistor values 
In voltage divider. 
Electric light line volt- 
age too low. 

Intergu Cite d 
current supply 
from power 
lines 
Poor voltage 
regulation of 
power line. 

Plate voltage too 
low. 
C hies resistors not 
properly adjusted. 
Too high resistance 
in choke coils. 
InsufficientcapaeitY 
of filter condensers. 

Defective resistor in 
voltage divider, 
Sparking -over punc- 
turd condenser. 
Motorboetln[-insuT- 
tient capacity of Met 
filter condenser 
Improper value of re - 
stators In voltage di- 
vider. 
Rectifier tube wearing 
out. 

. 

Transformer not balanced 
on center tap return. 
Elim.tutor overloaded. 
Insufficient inductance in 
choke, ; cores too email ; 

ohmic resistance too high. 

denseerrcie hank. 
capacity in ton 

Choke coil short circuited. 
or not functioning. 
No grounded shield between 
primary and secondary of 
power transformer. 
Eliminator not adequately 
shielded. 
Coupling between A.F. am- 
Willer stages and elimina- 
tor, placed too close to set. 

ANTENNA 
AND 

GROUND 

i 

Antenna grounded. 
A n ten n a diaton- 
netted. 
Ground connection 
open. 
Defective lightning 
arrestor. 

Antenna disconnected. 
Antenna poorly insole- 
fed, grounded or were 
corroded. 
Antenna too short 
Antenna too long: in- 
sect midget condenser. 
Coupling between an- 
tenna coil and secon- 
dary too loose. 

Lome or corroded os 
ground connection. 

Swinging an- 
tesina becom- 
Inc grounded 
at times, 
Loose or tor- 
roded ground 
eonnectson. 

Parsitels,ortooeloae 
to antenna of near- 
by oscillating re- 
rebut', 

Antenna too close, or 
parallel, to D o w e r 
tierce. 

Antenna too long.- 
picks up -top much 
stray noise. 
L o o a e or corroded 
ground connection. 
Antenna runs tap near 
interfering electrical 
devrea' 

A.C. hum or commute - 
tar ripple picked up from 
nearby power lines. 
Negative aide of Alter eir- 
emit not grounded. tB-1. 

TUBES 
Tube burned out. 
Tube paralyzed. 
Tube p r o n g s not 
making contact. 

Tubes exhausted. 
Wrong type of tube 
used. 
Power detector not 
warmed up. 
Too. much grid bias, 

Corroded tube contacts. 

I ni per f e c t 
prongcontacta 
Detector tube 
paralyzed, 
Improper val- 
tae of grid leak. 

Tubes worn out. 
Tubes getting in- 
sufficient current. 
Improper "C" bias 
on grids. 
Detector tube over- 
leaded 
Wrong type of tube 
in last stage. 

Microphonie tubes: 
r e q u 1 r e cushioned 
sockets. 
Gaseous rectifier tube 
aging. 
Hissing, due to power 
detector tube start- 

Ins characteristic, or 
worn-out tube. 

Tube deteriorating. . 

Too high voltage on detee- 
tor tube. 
Wrong type of A.C. tine 
In detector stage. 
No center tap In detector 
tube's filament circuit. 

CIRCI'IT 

' 

Switch open. 
Open circuit in art. 
Burned - out Air. 
transformer wind- 
in i 

Insufficient regeneration 
IS. W. seta. 
Antenna too long (S. 
W. set 1. 

Grid leak fetpropervalue, 
Imperfect eontatta. 
Defective piece of ap- 
paratua 
Neutralization system 
out of adjustment. 
Insufficient Plate volt- 
age. 
Burnt out A.F. franc 
former winding. 

Loose cornier- 
t i o n some- 
where in set, 
eliminator. 
Power Supply 
orlion.speaker eon 
nection. 
Sharply mov- 
ing wires or set 
while in open: 
ation will ae- 
eentuate trou- 
isle. 

Over -regeneration. 
Nearby ssefllatar. 
Poorly designed 
transformers. 
Coupling ail.condense- 
en too Small, 
Circuit too sharply 
tuned. 
Last stage tnade. 
quste. 
No biasing on tubes, 

Squeals. bloops - set 
not neutralized. 
Neutralizing tandem- 
en not properly ad- 
lusted. 
Defective grid leek. 
Motorboating- lower 
the value of resistors 
to a ietance coupled 
amplifiers. 
Broken wire or Im- 
perfect contacts. 
Burnt out audio trans- 
'former. 

Oscillation f'r o to over- 
regeneration. 
Set not properly neutral - 
:see 
Magnetic feed back be- 
tween stages. 
Open grid eiremi:. 
Center tap of transformer 
not balanced, 

Grid return to center ^sire 
of potentiometer across 
A.C. ta_+ not properly ad - 
justed. 

SPEAKER 
Speaker diston- 
^el-ed. 
Open circuit In 
speaker unit, Jack, 
plug or' cord. 
Speaker short eir- 
Suited. 
Coil in speaker unit 
burned out. 

Speaker out of 'Whet- 
ment 
Loose contact, 
Leak aer rose speaker 
cord 

Choke coil In output 
circuit has too high re - 
sisunce or ineuffk:ent 
impedance. 

Defective cord. 
jack or plug. 

Speaker overloaded: 
eliminate d l r e e t 
coupling by using 
output transformer 
or choke condenser 
coupling. 
Noe mamheA to tube 
io last erase. 
P oo r I y designed 
speaker. 

Sound vibrations corn- 
munieated from speak- 
er to tubes in set. 
Electrical feed back 
from speaker cord to 
amplifying circuits, 

Buzz or rattle in dynamic 
speaker due to moving coil 
rubbing a g a1 n s t Pole 
pieces. 

Hum due to worn-out roc - 
tifier. 
Feedback from speaker do. 
cuit to amplifying stages 
due :o sound vibrations. 
communicated from speaker 
to tubes in set, 

GENERAL 
Incorrectly wired set. 
Shielded location or 
dead spot. 
"SOS" on air. 
Set not turned on. 
Breakdown at broad- 
eaning station-try 
another station. 

Set inadequate. 
spot poor for retep. 
floe, 
Fading. 

Breakdown in 
broadcasting- 
t r y another 
stetson. 

Improper tuning. 
Fading. 
Weather condition. 
U n e s t is f se C o r y 
transmission from 
Station -try another 
Station. 

4 

. Static : try disconnect- 
Mg aerial and ground. 
Eliminator too close 
to set. 

Near -by regenerative 
set. 
S p a r k i n g eleetri- 
cal machinery. 

Two station, on nearly 
same wavelength cause het - 
erodyne whistle. 
Interf fru11 near -by t 

oscillator. 
Near -by regenerative or m- 
cillating receiver. 
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Radio -Frequency Amplification From 
the Ground Up 

Applying Radio -Frequency to. Single -Circuit, Three .,:rce `pup,.. :(. es" 
Methods of Reception and Some Suggestions for Combining the Lain 'f wo 

By ARTHUR H. LYNCH i 

ROV I DED with a circuit of the type 
shown in Fig. I , it is possible for us 
to obtain many interesting and satis- 
factory results from almost any, of 
the more common forms of receivers. 

Last month the application of a circuit of this 
variety to three -circuit tuners and loop anten- 
nas was explained, and now some comment 
upon applying radio -frequency to a single - 
circuit receiver may be of interest. 

To begin with, the single -circuit receiver 
used in conjunction with Fig. I, may he regen- 
erative or non -regenerative, depending upon 
what is used to connect X4 and X. For sim- 
plicity of operation, the non -regenerative meth- 
od may be used, but where 'ong distance and 
greater selectivity are sought, regeneration is 
helpful. If a short piece of wire connects \4 
and X', the regenerative action of the detector 
tube is not brought into play, but a variometer 
or the tickler coil of the common single -circuit 
regenerator inserted between these two points 
will, on the. other hand, take advantage of re - 

.005 M F 

R 

R4 

P, F. TUBE 

I1I11I1I1I1I1I1I1I1i0l+h1J 
18V 90V 

RFT 

to a circuit of this yartety in tie usual manner 
though it is not necessary unless a loud speaker 
is to be used. For this purpose a single stage 
will usually suffice for local stations and two 
stages for tint wort -emote tu lO!.s 

ttt t .. .1... ; . . 

t' 't "ar.n.e ci i a 
fa.../I 'COI' ' . - d c, In: a' t- 

tive!y Simp,e mat vet. It Is nut ,te. .Ssar y to 
take the grid condenser and leak out ul the cir- 
cuit in which they are usually iounu and make 

F:G. 2 

By making the connections indicated here. the range of a single-clr.u,t regener.Ut' e receiver may he greatly increased 

If regeneration is not desired. :t direst connection between \4 and X5. and the elimination ut the udder coil, arc the 
only changes necessary 

DE1. 

FIG. I 

A single -stage, transformer -coupled, -adio-trequency amplifier and vacuum -tube detector 

applied to a standard coil mounting. \ arious adaptations of this a rangement arc possible 

generation, which may he controlled in the 
usual manner. - 

The character of the antenna circuit of the 
single -circuit outfit makes but little difference. 
It may be a variable condenser and tapped coil 
between the antenna and ground; a fixed' con- 
denser and a variometer in a similar position, or 
merely a variometer. Connection to the points 
X2 and X3 are made to the upper and lower ends 
of the active turns of the inductance Con- 
densers, either fixed or variable may best be 
placed between X? and the antenna. By active 
turns. in speaking of inductance, is meant 
those turns actually in use. ' For instance, one 
common form of single -circuit regenerator em- 
ploys a variable condenser and a vario -coupler 
as its turning units. The primary of the latter 
is tapped. .1 -he upper end of the primary 
winding is connected to X"- while the various 
taps are connected to switch contacts and the 
switch lever is connected to N3. This ar- 
rangement is shown in Fig. 2. 

Audio -frequency amplification may be added 

16-22;V. k 

a direct connection to the ,rid in their place 
If you wish to leave the wiring as it is.the grid 
condenser and leak may he short-circuited by a 
small piece of wire. An amplifier tube is then 
put in the sucker which formerly held the detec- 
tor and the plate voltage Is raised from the 
customary. ;(t.', -2_.t, to 47, -flu. It is then but. 
necessary to couple the output of the re- 
generative amplifier tube to the input of a 
detector tube circuir. Tnis arrangement is 
shown to the right of the plate variometer in 
Fig. ;. 

The units required for this circuit arrange- 
ment, in addition to those in use with the re- 
generative receiver, include: 

R= Filament rheostat !with vernier or com- 
pression type preferred) 

C' Fixed Condenser, .00i M. F. 
R3 Resistance may be a grid leak resistance, 

BET. TUBE 

R2 

+ 
590v. 

FIG. 3 

A standard vario -coupler and twin-variometer regenerative receiver will have a stage 

of tuned radio frequency added to it if the arrangement shown. here is followed 
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its resistance is not a critical factor. 
A vacuum -tube socket, an amplifier tube 
and from one to three additional B bat- 
teries complete the list. 

The necessary elements for this circuit may 
be included in .the receiver cabinet, or an addi- 
tional cabinet for the coupling elements and 
detector control may be added. In fact there 
isplenty of room in most of the detector con- 
trol units now on the market to mount the con- 
denser and resistance in them. Such units, 
.however, are. not frequently provided with 
rheostats capable of very delicate filament 
control and this is very desirable where, a 

"gassy" detector is used. 

REFLEX AMPLIFICATION 

ONE of the most economical methods of 
loner rangyre radio reception is found in the 

system of employing vacuum tubes to serve 
the dual purpose of radio- and audio -frequency 
amplification. Some of the history of this 
arrangement, \which is not new, was told 
by Frank M. Squire, Chief Engineer of the 
De Fo,cst Radio Telegraph & Telephone 
Company. in RADIO BROADCAST for Febru- 
ary. Another article. describing the Grimes 
method of reflexing, by Charles Durkee, ap- 
pears on page 472 of this issue. 

Since the introduction of the \\'f> i i dry -cell 
tubes and the new coated -filament tubes, de- 
signed for storage -battery operation,.much of 
the objection to the use of several tubes has 
been removed, and we can now operate three of 
the new 5 -volt tubes with less drain on the 
storage battery than a single tube of the old 
type required. 

The cost of tubes has ever been a factor 
among those of us who build our own sets, but 
the cost of several tubes has been_ more or less 
overshadowed by the cost and inconvenience of 
keeping a storage battery well charged. Now, 
however. these difficulties have been greatly re- 
duced, and it is not surprising to find a rapidly 
increasing interest in circuits which because of 
first cost and upkeep. found little favor in the 
past. With the reduction of operating cost and 
an economical method of making tubes Jo 
double duty. there is a growing tendency toward 
receivers which .are easy to install and easy to 
operate. Loop antennas, which usually require 
at least two additional tubes and their acces- 
sories to produce a signal equal in strength to 
that picked up by an average outdoor antenna 
may be used at comparatively small addi- 
tional expense. 

Of all the receivers the radio art has de- 
veloped. it is doubtful that 
any has more possibilities 
and has received less at- 
tention than Armstrong's 
super -heterodyne. This is 
especially true in view of 
the great improvement 
made in the art since this 
receiver was developed. 
The one striking disadvan- 
tage of this form of re- 
ceiver. has been found in 
the great number of tubes 
required: eight to ten or 
more, in most of the re- 
ceivers that really per- 
formed well. 

Paul F. Godley was one of the first to bring 
the value of this receiver to the attention of the 
amateur world by using it to receive American 
amateur signals across the Atlantic. His ex- 
perience with the super -heterodyne covers a 
long period, and an article by him describing 
its construction and operation appeared in 

WITH THIS OUTFIT, A LISTENER IN CHICAGO HEARD STATIONS ON THE EAST AND WEST COASTS 
It consists of a two -foot loop, a Grebe tuned R. F. amplifier, tuner with detector and two -stage A. F. amplifier, and 
Western Electric loud speaker. The R. F. amplifier may be used with any receiver and has a wavelength range of 

from 15o to 3,000 meters 

RADIO BROADCAST for February. One of the 
simplest forms of the super -heterodyne is shown 
in Fig. 4. 

In describing this invention before a meeting 
of the Institute of Radio Engineers, Mr. Arm- 
strong said that two stages of resistance -coupled 
radio -frequency amplification were necessary 
to.bring the signal up to its original intensity 
after it passed through the first detector tube. 
Additional stages were then necessary, if any 

50.000 0ti 
GRID LEAK 

R.F.A. 

termines the frequency at which the intermedi- 
ate frequency circuit must function is placed 
directly before the second detector tube rather 
than directly following the first detector tube, 
is as the case in Fig. 4. The construction of 
this transformer is indicated in Fig. 6. Its ad- 
vantage lies in the fact that whatever losses are 
brought about in this circuit may be sacrificed 
with less ultimate loss after the amplification 
has taken place. 

R.F.A. 

FREQUENCY La 10 TURNS 3' DIA. 
CHANGING Li 40 TURNS 44' DIA. 
OSCILLATOR TAPPED IN NIDLE. 

AUDIO TRANSE 

DETECTORA2 A.F.A. 

C1.CT.Cl.t. 
Cs 

Cc 

.0007 M.F. MAX. 

.000ZS M.F. 

.1 M.f. 

Isle. 4 
R. F. amplification of the resistance -coupled v,Iriety is employed in this super -heterodyne 
circuit. (Described by Paul Galley in R iuio ItKo.\Ix:ssi for February, 1923) 

increase over the original value was desired. 
That meant the use of a great many tubes. 

In a recent lecture before the Radio Club of 
America, Mr. George E.Itz, Jr. told of some very 
important improvements in the super- 
heterodyne method and demonstrated an out- 
fit in which but seven WD -1 I tubes were used 
in conjunction with a three-foot, nine -turn, loop 
antenna and a loud speaker. 

His circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. 
It will be noted that iron -core radio -frequency 
transformers are employed, and Mr. Eltz ex- 
plained that they are well warranted because 
they improve the amplification, per stage. some 
five to six hundred per cent. over the resistance - 
coupled variety, thus reducing the number of 
tubes necessary. The transformers in his cir- 
cuit are the Radio Corporation's type UV -1716, 
(Fig. 7) which may be used to cover a very 
broad band of frequencies. Each stage of R. F. 
is shielded by rather heavy metal shielding. 

Another advantage of the arrangement 
shown in Fig. 5, lies in the fact that the tuned 
R. F. coupling transformer (S. T.) which de- 

FIG. 6 
This special transformer is used to couple the last R. F. 
tube to Detector 'fuhe No. 2 in Fig. 5, and provides a 
sharp resonant point for the radio -frequency circuit. The 
walls of this transformer may be made of bakelite or 
hard rubber. The primary is wound with 200 turns of 
No. 29 D. S. C. and is separated from the secondary, 
which has 1500 turns of No. 36 D. S. C., by several 

layers of empire cloth 
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A SUGGESTION 

FOR those who would use the super- 
heterodyne and would care to cut down 

the expense of its operation, we would suggest a 
method for reducing still further the number of 
tubes required. We have not had time to give 
this method the trial which usually precedes 
the publication of information in RADIO 
BROADCAST and therefore refrain from pub- 
lishing the circuit we have in mind, but there is 
no apparent reason for any difficulty being ex- 
perienced with it. 

Where such high amplification is used, there 
seems to be no reason for overlooking a good 
crystal detector to follow the R. F. amplifiers. 
That would eliminate one tube. 

There seems to be much logic in the Grimes 
method of reflexing and if Armstrong's con- 
tention is true, the current flowing in the 
first two R. F. tubes is very small indeed. 
Why not go back to them, then, for the 
audio -frequency, thus doing away with" two 
more tubes without a great loss in over all 
performa nee. 

In suggesting this arrangement, we have 
not lost sight of the fact that a tube used ín a 
reflex arrangement may not be serving at its 
best as a radio or audio -frequency amplifier, 
but this loss does not seem to be a very serious 
matter. For the experimenter who is anxious. 
to produce great volume, the use of three stages 
of audio -frequency is to be considered. In this 
last arrangement, however, a great variety of 
difficulties are likely to arise. 

_),Jas :r.sS .13. 
I9.D.\ 

tr' 4 
. ., 

= r,á Sri e.-.. Bt ?: 11:5C1111. 
qi=:?1t. Bt°2'.ytV.6:45V. A1 -';V 

s.r. 
.:t!c 

FIG. 5 

This super -heterodyne arrangement was described and demonstrated by George Eltz, Jr., before the Radio Club of America. Seven WD -11 dry -cell tubes are employed and the Radio Corporation UV -1716 R. F. transformers are used 
in the radio -frequency amplifying circuits 

The production of uniform tubes for use in 
amplifying circuits operating on very low fila- 
ment consumption and amplifying trans- 
formers that will cover a great band of fre- 
quencies make it possible for us to look for some 
very marked improvements in reception. To 
the best of our knowledge these suggestions 
have not been made before, and RADIO BROAD- 
CAST would like to hear from those who attempt 
to put them into practice. 

FIG. 7 
The UV -t716 R. F. transformer has a wavelength range 
of from 5,00n to 25.000 meters. It may he used at the 
frequencies found in the intermediate frequency circuit 
of the super -heterodyne and produce a much greater 
amplification, per stage, than is possible with the re- 

sistance -coupling 

RADIO BROADCAST, APRIL 1923 

Ray Poindexter, featured 
speaker at the banquet, 
entered radio in 1946 
after serving as a Naval 
officer in World War II. 
His diversified experience 
includes announcing, news, 
programming, sales and 
management. Radio history 
is his advocation. 

Call: (214) 337-2833, 

(214) 681-5866 or (214) 436-3944 

October 18-20, 1985 
Holiday Inn, Duncanville, Texas 

fir.¿1;" nllctI z 

Vintage Radio & Phonograph Society INC. 
P.O. Box 165345, Irving, Texas 75016 

VINTAGE 
RADIO 

PIHONOG9 IM1H 

SCC1EETY 

ANIAUC 
Items scheduled f 

24" Champagne bot 
Neutrowound with 
Radiola Grand, Ra 
Radiola X, Radiol 
choice sets. 

ON 
or the auction: 
tle radio, 7" Sentinel T.V., 
covers, DeForest Interpanel, 
diola Special, Radiola IV, 
a 104 loudspeaker and many more 
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OLDS TYME 
RADIO CO. 

Need hard tó find tilde Tyme Radio parts such as: 

'vintage Tubes 
'AK Style Battery Cable 
'Olde Tyme Hookup! Wire 
'Brown Silk Type Power Cord 
'Audio Transformers 
'I'ower Transformers 

Headphones 
' Headphones & Speaker Cords 
'ANT. RF. ()SC. IF Coils 
'Speaker Grill Cloth 
' I 'liot Lamps 
' XTAL Set fans 

Also can provide reprints of the following Olde Tyme 
Radio publications: 
' Atwater Kent Instructors Manual 
'Atwater Kent Equipment Catalog 
' Radlola IIIA Manual 

And much, much more, also as a convenience to you, we 
can even provide copies of those ever popular books 
'vintage Radio & Flick of the Switch' in soft covers. sche- 
matics of many radios and TV sets are also available. For 
free flyer send SASE to ()Ide Tyme Radio Company, 2445 
Lyttonsville Road. Silver Spring. MD 20910. 

wish to reach us by phone? The number is 301 -585-8776. 
Please call between 7:00 and 11:30 p.m. local time. 

fi 

YOUR ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR 
FOR ANTIQUE RADIO PARTS 

TUBES 
Complete stock of Receiving and Special Purpose 
Tubes including rare early types. 

PARTS & SUPPLIES 
We specialize in the needs of antique radio collectors and 
service dealers. Included are many hard to find items used oy 
hams, experimenters, etc. 

BOOKS & LITERATURE 
Books relating to radio collecting, tubes, and related equipment 
are carried along with reprints of selected early catalogs, 
instructions manuals, etc. 

#110 Write or call for new 24 page Wholesale Catalog. 

ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 
1725 W. University Tempe, Arizona 85281 (602) 894-9503 

De Forest 

DE FOREST D-12 RADIOPHONE 
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NEW HOBBY BOOKS FROM ARS 

1 

- :N; { 

110?, 

INDEX FOP SUPREME PUBLICATIONS 
.MOST -OFTEN -NEEDED RADIO AND 
TELEVISION MANUALS. 

Complete copy of the original 
.incex to Supreme manuals. 
Includes update for latest 
hooks. 3 pages. 

ITEM # P-11 x,8.00 

MOST -OFTEN -NEEDED 1926-49 
ZENITH RADIO DIAGRAMS AND 
SERVICING INFORMATION. 

The latest Supreme manual. 
Focuses entirely on Zenith sets 
from the 20's, 30's and 40's. 
Covers more than 450 models and 
chassis. 169 pages. 

ITEMI '1 P-12 ár.17 .00 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
AND COMPLETE DIRECTORY OF ALL 
COMMERCIAL t IRImG DIAGRAMS - 

1930. 

Complete reprint of the book 
originally prepared for the 
Gernsback orclanization in 1930. 
Filled with diagrams, service 
information, etc. 352 pages. 

ITEM ./t P-13 17,17.00 

DIRECTORY 

RADIO 

COLLECTORS 
..o 

SUPPUERS 
... .. SOWS,* 

/-" 

tÓRDER FORM 

L 

ARS Enterprises 
P. O. Box 997 

N1ercer Island, WA 98040 

DIRECTORY OF RADIO COLLECTORS 
AND SUPPLIER. 
Nearly two thousand entries,' 
also includes TV and Phono- 
graph collectors. Catacories: 
Domestic Collectors, Sunpliers, 
Clubs, Libraries carrying old 
servicing information, Manu- 
facturers, Museums,' Publica- 

. 

tions and Foreign Collectors. 
21) pages. 

ITEM .E P-1 14.00 

Name 

Address 

City 

Phone ( ) 

Money Order or Check (Sorry, no C.O.D.'s) 

Charge MasterCard Visa 

Account N 

State Zip 

Expiration Date 

loo 
Signature 
Phone number where I may be reached is: 

Item No.Description Quantity Item .Item 
Price 

Total 
Price 

-FREE 
v.- CATALOG 

ARS Enterprises 
P. O. Box 997 

Mercer Island, WA 98040 

Tax 

Delivery S IBC 
Total 

HS -3 

WANTED 
# ELECTRON TUBE ( ST SHAPE y 

45, 50, VT 52/45 special, 2A3, 901A/V4' 62, i42/VT 72 866JR. 

# ELECTRON TUBE - ( ANTIQUE GLOBE SWIPE ) 

27, 37, 41, 42, 45, 46: .47:, 50, 56. 7t/71A, 80, 82, 83, 842/VT 72, e43/VT 73, 

1602; 10/VT 25, IIx- 216, UV 202, 866JR. 

#.BL.ECTRON TUBE ( LARGE SIZE TRANSMITTING ) 

211 /11? 4A, VT 4H, V?. 4C. 845/VT 43. 

# ELECTRON TUBE . ( EUROPEAN TRIODE') 

AD 1, Ely PZ4, PP3/250, PI 25, PP5/4.00, DA 30, DA 60, DA 100. 

# ELECTRON. TUBE ( mtg. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY ) 

wry? 1, WV! 2, WE 101(TENNIS BALL), WE 104(ST & TENNIS), . WE 205(S? & TENNIS), 

WE 211, 1E 212, WE 216, WE 217, WE 242, WE 244, .WE 247, WE 252, WE 262, WE 264, 

WE '271, WE 274, WE 275, WE 276, WE 284, Wg 300, WE 301, WE 310, WE 311, WE 339, 

WE 345, ME 347,11E340, WE:349,WE 350B,WE VT 25/25A, WE VT'52. 

*Me pay the top pric© for NEW,in original box or USED,e=cellent conditión. 

# EQIIIPMEIITS mfg. WESTERN ELECTRIC CO. 755.415t,4181(SPEAKER) 13A,14A,15A,17A,22A,261, 

(HORN),555,594,597,7130LDRIYER) 285;618,171B/C(A.P.TRAlfs) 46,86,91,124(AMPLIFIER), 
others. TRIAL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS 

409 Yotsuya Sun Heights Bldg., 6-1, Yotsuya 4 chome Shinjuku-ku. Tokyo 160 JAPAN 
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LAMENT of the DECAL 

Or 
HOW TO DEVALUE YOUR ANTIQUE RADIO 

by Fred Geer 
Decal: a printed photograph of 

fancy wooa adhered to a very thin 

film of varnish, which is applied 

over a very grainless cheap wood. 

Decals are real good foolers to 

the unsusbecting eye. They are 

cheap to produce and are good at 

cutting the costs of mass produced 

metal and wood products. 
I - 

October, 1953 ca 

Radio manufacturers liked the 

effects of the decal and used it 

in many different ways. The major 

one being -its use to impress the 

public with fancy inlays applied 

to cabinet faces. Most of the de- 

cals were very good and could only 

be detected through the use of a 

magnifying glassy iiwhich enlarged 

the tiny dot, ,pattern of the 

printed photograph, it being a 

selected picture of a beautiful 
wood grain. 

75 Years Old This 1ollth, 

General Electric Itas Written Tube !listory 

{Kith a Lollg Series of "Firsts"! 

1883-I first electronic tube was built h) 

Thomas A. l.dison. a founder of G. I., in 

connection with his discovery of what 

was termed the "Edison effect ' 

1913-High-vacuum. high -voltage tube 
was developed, and work was begun on 

thoriated filaments. 

1915 -G -E tube research. toward modu- 

lating h -f for radio voice transmission, 
resulted in the design and construction of 
a successful pnone transmitter operated 
from a -C 

1918-Quantity uihe production (user 
100.000 radio vacuum tubes were built by 

G. E. for the L. S. Army and Navy. 

1923-Superheterod ne circuit was an- 

nounced 1 his remains the basis of mod- 
ern radio reception. 

192 5-ltrst special-purpose tube for loud- 
speaker operation was developed by G. E. 

(Type l:X- 1 2(1). Glow tubes were intro- 
duced for voltage regulation, and rectifier 
tubes made available for radio receivers. 

1927-Screen-grid tube, for r -f amplifica- 
tion. 
1942 -Lighthouse tube, for radar and u -h -f 

communications. 

1951-Ceramic u -h -f power -amplifier tubes 
were introduced commercially. 

lust: and many other primary G -E de- 

Tselopmcnts-continued over the long 

history of ham radio-have helped build a 

unity of interests with amateurs. G.E. grate- 

fully acknowledges the debt which the elec- 

tronic industry owes to forward -thinking 
amateurs, and in. lies them to share in the 

dedication of (i.E.'s -5th birthday to the 

promise of mill greater progress to come. 

GENERAL % ELECTRIC 

1 

13 .9. lri., 
r, 

- . ' j _ 

1818 1953 <<v 
j-_ YEARS OF[[ ELECTRICAL á, PROGRESS Q 

/Yd t.' 
-."..."''':......."7.-4#41~/«. . 

Radio Age (USPS 312-370) is published 
monthly at a subscription -rate of 
$11.00 a year, Second Class Postage 
and $14.00, First Class. Second Class 
Postage is paid at Augusta, Georgia. 

Donald O. Patterson, Editor 
Norma W. Patterson. Managing Editor 

Copyright 1985, Donald O. Patterson 

RADIO AGE 
636 Cambridge Road 

Augusta, Georgia 30904: 

Collectors, watch out 'when 

stripping your radios --clean up a 

small area with steel wool or 

paint thinner, so that the surface 

can be inspected. Look for the 

little dots that give away that 

the surface is only a decal. 

Several examples of decals 
can be found on Philo 37-60 -- 610 

and others made after 1935. Sus- 

pect any very fancy grain woods, 

as there is a good chance that 

they are fake. 

Should you have a radio with 

a known decal, care must be taken 

in the cleaning of the surface to 

rid it of its dirt and' grime, 

Touch up the nicks and scratches 
with artist oil colors, example. 

burnt umber works good. When 

spraying a clear varnish over a 

decal, always do a test spot out 

of fear that the wrong paint could 

cause the decal to wrinkle up. I 

nave found that several thin coats 

of spray- lacquer ,will seal the 

decal in order that one final coat 

can be put on the next day. This 

works on 90 percent of the cabi- 

nets. May all your decals come out 
with much luster. 

CLASSIFIED ADS...15 CENTS A WORD. 
(FIRST 20 WORDS FREE) 

PHOTO ADS $5.00 EXTRA. 
BUSINESS SIZE CARD ADS ... $1.00 

AD SPACE 
FULL PAGE $75.00 
HALF PAGE $45.00 
QUARTER.PAGE $35.00 
MULTIPLE RUNS....20Z DISCOUNT 

(lower price per square inch-- compare) 

fleaarket 
it KXXX :: -Y: -11-1.T-4 X 3t X Y<-`3; ir# : 3. X #i: #3i -1f -X XXXX 11-.> 

FOR SALE: THINWALL, BLACK BAKELITE 

TUBING. 4" DIA $3.75/FT. 3 1/2" 

DIA.$3.50/FT. 3" DIA $3.00 PER FT. 

WILL CUT TO ANY SIZE, 12" MINIMUM. 
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BOB, W6ME, 4178 CHASIN STREET, 

OCEANSIDE, CA 92056. 
**xxXXX"x t-*, xxx» ****xXXXxkxx* 

FOR SALE. RIDERS, HOWARD SAMS, 

RCA, PHILCO, ZENITH SERVIE DATA. 

RADIO PARTS, TUBES TEST EQUIPMENT. 

LIST 3/85 50 cents AND SASE. UN- 

LISTED ITEMS SEND WANTS AND SASE. 

KRANTZ, 100 OSAGE AVENUE, SOMER- 

DALE, NJ 08083. 
KKKK-xY.-x-3 **KKXKXK-KXX-x-Ycx-Yr:£-kXKKX X-***** 
FOR SALE- CATHEDRAL, battery and 

AC radios. List four times a year. 

Send S.A.S.E. J. Albert Warren, 

Box 279, Waverly, PA 18471. 
KKXXXKKXXX-*XKYXXXXX**~XXKXXXKXXK;é 

FOR SALE: TUBES, PARTS, SCHE- 

MATICS, custom power supplies. 
SASE for list to: Los Locos, 

1201-74 Monument Blvd., Concord, 

CA 94520. 
XXXKXXX3 XXXX**'XXXX, XXKX4-KKX****XXXX- 

NOW! TWO BOOKS 

from ALLABOUT BOOKS 
ALL ABOUT METERS. History of the 

developement of electrical meters; 

build simple meters representive 

of the historical types. 
ALL ABOUT CRYSTAL SETS. Theory and 

construction of crystal set 

radios. 

$7.95 each, ppd USA. Send to Dept. 

H, P. 0. Box 4155, Fremont, CA 

94539. 
*XXXXXXXii-1-kx-x-**XXXK***$(Kí`KK-**XXX,:?K 

FOR SALE: SEND FOR LIST OF BATTERY 
AND AC RADIOS. Enclose large SASE 

with two stamps. Donald Juleen, 

6250 Ledge Road, Sturgeon Bay, WI 

54235. Phone (414) 743-7922. 
*-XXXKKX-**-K --+cXKXXX)1X*XXXXX--*** X- -x-** 

BEST FLYER YET--- SASE FOR FREE 

FLYER. Lots of new goodies. Write 

to: OLDE TYME RADIO COMPANY, 2445 

Lyttonsv 'le Road. Silver Spring, 
MD 20910. 
KKK*Yc- -X-**XKXK --K-KKKK'-KKKKK:-X-*`*XKKX :-x^if 

RIDER RADIO AND TV SERVICE 
MANUALS. HOWARD SAMS, RCA, PHILCO, 

ZENITH, PLUS MORE. RADIO PARTS, 

KNOBS, DIAL BELTS, TUBES, 

SPEAKERS, TUBE TESTERS, SIGNAL 

GENERATORS, VOLUME CONTROLS. WRITE 

WANTS. SASE. KRANTZ, 100 OSAGE 
AVENUE, SOMERDALE, NJ 08083. 
xXXXxxxKKKKxxxut,pKXXXtt XXXXX-XK-x-x--X-X=: 

SELLING: 380 RADIO MAGAZINES, 

1919-1927. RADIO NEWS, RADIO, 

RADIO AGE. WIRELESS AGE, WIRELESS 
WORLD, POPULAR RADIO, RADIO 

BROADCAST. SASE FOR LIST. W6ME, 

4178 CHASIN STREET, OCEANSIDE, CA 

92056. 
*Xxxx-x-KKXXXXxx*KXXXKKXXXXXXK**-::= XXx 

WIRE RECORDER. SILVERTONE 1948 

complete ana working. Has 78 rpm 

record player, mike, 3 reels, and 

wire. Kaelber, Box 3335, Spring 

Hill, FL 33526. Phone (704) 

683-7202. 

KX-Yc::XXXXxE XXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX** 

FOR SALE-- 8 PAGE LIST RADIO 
ITEMS-- 50 cents and SASE. Krantz, 

100 Osage Avenue, Somerdale, NJ 

08083. 
,-á-ti Y x x Y-## :rYc##x x -K X k x K x x `x **-X-#-k*:-X x x x X 

WA, ED 

WANTED: DETROLA CLOCK RADIO AS 

PICTURED. Kris Gimmy, 1441 Not- 

tingham Drive, Aiken, SC 29801. 5 

- 10 p.m. EDT (803) 649-9795. 

WANTED -- INFO SUPERIOR TV II TUBE 
TESTER, LOAD CONTROL VALVE, OR 

SCHEMATIC SQKA RCA 103, PHILCO 

DIAL ESCUTCHEON FOR 37-34. R. G. 

WEAMER, 390 E. FOSTER ROAD, SANTA 
MARIA, CA 93455. 

SCHEMATIC FOR 3 tube German radio, 
Nora, that uses a ECH11 tube. Amp. 

chassis for Scott Philharmonic. 

Bob Teska, 334 Willard, Toledo, Oh 

43605. 

NEED SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF RADIO 

"MARV-O-DYNE" model 512 C 5 tubes 

made by Amber Manufacturing Com- 

pany. 1925 battery operated. 

Charles D'Alessio, 77-28 8E 

Street, Glendale, NY 11385. 

WANTED: DYNASCAN 1000 IN STILL 

GOOD CONDITION. OK ON SMALLFíR 

TUBES MISS:NG. CONDITION ON C.R.T. 

IF KNOWN?. IT MAY BE RE,;uvINATI: 

IF NOT COMPLETELY DONE IN. SHOULE 
HAVE 'SOME EMISSION, NO SER1OL 

SCREEN DEFECTS LIKE HALOS OR SIL- 
VERING. KNOWN SUBSTITUTE?. DYNA- 
SCAN PICKUP AND RF GENERATOR USING 
93'-A. GOOD CONDITION PREFERABLE. 
OK ON MISSING TUBES SAVE PHO10- 

MULTIPLIER. CBS COLOUR WHEEL. 
COLOUR SLAVE 15"-17" GOOD CO^'DIT- 
ION. COLOUR PHOTOS, SLIDES 16MM 

COLOUR MOT.ON PICTURES FROM SIUD1C 
MONITOR OR OTHER. WOULD WEL. JME. 

CORPESPONDENCE FROM COLLECTORS 0 

CB` M-TERIAL. D '' ARCY 3ROWNRIGC 
P. O. BOX 292, CHELSEA, QUEBEC, 
CANADA, JOX 1NO. 

WANTED-- MANUALS, OPERATING. SEr- 
VICE, ETC. or otherwise for a 

Kennedy 110. Zerox OK. Bill Pugh, 

2126 East Myrtle, Phoenix, AZ 

85020. Payment by return mail. 

WANTED: W5TVD GENERATOR, BOOKS, 
PLANS AND RELATED MATERIALS. K. 

LADD, 5240 44TH AVENUES, MPLS., MN 

55417. 

CHASSIS AND SPEAKER FOR CROSLEY 
cathedral radio. Also cabinet for 
Philco model 60 cathedral. Russell 
Schoen, R# 1, Box 224, Clinton- 
ville, WI 54929. (715) 823-6744. 

VINTAGE AUDIO TUBES AS 2A3, 50 

W.E.'S lO1B/F, 1046/D/F, 2056/D/F, 

211D/E, 242A/C, 252A, 262A, 

274A/B, 275A, 276A, 284D, 300A/B, 

301A, 347A, 348A, 350B, 351A, 

VT -2, VT -4B, VT -25, VT -25A, VT-52, 

D-86326, D-86327. New condition 
are welcome. SHIGERU MIURA,.5-14 

CHOME, TOKIWADAI ITABASHI-KU, 
TOKYO JAPAN-- P.S. VT -62, 801A, 

PX25, 6B4 -G, DA30, RE604, R120, 

TM100 WELCOMED TOO. 

WANTED: SILVER MARSHALL PLUG IN 

COILS TYPE 114, PLUGS INTO RING 

TYPE SOCKET. COIL FORMS OK. ALSO 
HAMMARLUND OR SHORTWAVE AND TV 

LABS COIL FORMS. BOB, W6ME, 4178 

CHASIN STREET, OCEANSIDE, CA 

92056. 

WANTED - ZENITH RADIO SIGNS. DIS- 

PLAYS, ADVERTISING, ETC. PRE 1935. 

CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY. 8 TO 5. 

(312) 357-4955. 

WANTED: RIDERS MANUALS- VOLUMES 20 

and 22. Will trade. Sam Faust, 

Changewater, NJ 07831. 

WANTED- ANTIQUE ELECTROSTATIC MA- 

CHINE. Will pay cash or offer 

battery radios in trade. D. K. 

Smith, 167 Waverly Street, Ar- 

lington, MA 02174. (617) 253-8664, 

641-1079. 

WANTED: AK -12, 50. Have cathed- 
rals, AK -60 in Keil table for 

trade. Misc. list SASE. Bob Nic- 

holson, 3423 Long, Topeka, KS 

66605. (913) 266-9473. 

S.A.S.E. is a self addressed 
stamped envelope. 

EICO MODEL 147 SIGNAL TRACER in 

exc lent condition with probes 

and manual. Also want Motorola 

Portable Radio Model 5A5. Roy 

.cnmitt Rt. 1, Box 800 Lot 84, 

Converse, TX 78109. (512) 

n58 -c669. 

WANIFI, INSTRUCTION MANUAL OR ANY 

other set manual, including sche- 
mati for Kennedy 110. Zerox OK. 

Bill Pugh, 2126 E. Myrtle, 

Phoenix, AZ 85020. 

WANTED: RADIO TUBES (45'S, 50'S), 

Western Electric Tubes, Amps., 

Consoles, Drivers, Horns, Speak- 
ers, Parts and Tannoy Speakers, 
McIntosh or Marantz Tube Amps. 
David Yo, P.O..Box 382, Monterrey 
Park, CA 91734. Tel. (818) 

576-2642. 

RCA MAGNETIC PHONO PICKUP car - 
triage (head) for 1930's winged 
RCA arm. Is chucked for needle. 
Kaelber, Box 3335, Spring Hill, FL 

33526. 



SEPTEMBER 

LIMITED TIME OFFER 

BACK ISSUES 

BEGINNING 
NOW 

ENDING 
October 31, 1985 

ANY YEAR'S GROUP OF 
10 back issues of 

THE HORN SPEAKER 

FROM 1974 THROUGH 1984 
IS AVAILABLE FOR 

ONLY $5.00 

ALL ELEVEN YEARS 
ONLY... $45.00 

ALL BACK ISSUES SENT POSTPAID 

THE HORN SPEAKER, BOX 53012, DALLAS, TEXAS 75253 

:1-.: :f.: 

1985 

RADIO STATIOor DONALD ItA1O M[RU1I:4TY11.1.L. n.J 

-A typical early amateur station. From QST, May 191tJ. 
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